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Cutting Tools are “NOT” a Commodity

• At NTK we feel we are a “Service Business” and not a 
“Supplier.

• You pay for our service by buying our products.

• If you are not demanding our service, or another 
supplier, you are spending your resources with out 
receiving full value.

• When you buy a new piece of equipment do you 
expect the company you bought it from to show you 
how to use it to it’s best ability?

• You should have tooling that works for you and how 
you like to do a job.



Many Grades 
for many 
reasons



Grade 
Wheel 





Many options – Many 
reasons



Rebar

Rebar Size 
Corresponds to I.C 

size



Tricks
ZT1130
1. Chips can be long and get tangled in chip flume.  Increase feed and or depth of cut and it will make chips 
more brittle.
2. Typical cutting path is tail stock to chuck.  You can utilize the other side of the insert if you reverse cutting path 
(from chuck to tail stock).
3. Slightly cocking insert will give you a large radius and will stabilize sloppy machines.
CDH
1. Using very large edge prep through scale (refurbished rolls) in HC5 in depths up to .100.
2. CDH515 can be upgraded to CDH53 in holder by switching shim seat.
3. The larger the radius the better tool life due to chip thinning.
RCGX
1. You can get 4 edges out of this insert by rotating the shim seat 90 deg.
2. If cutting while pulling away from centerline it is suggested to turn the shim seat 90 deg.
3. When contouring at the bottom of large groove reduce feed rate at transition to keep insert from breaking.

VGW
1. When doing rail rolls typical grooves have large radius on both sides of the groove.  Most operators finish 

these with groovers.  Use the largest radius possible on insert to limit breaking off the corners.
2. VGW is great replacement for VDB style groovers.  Due to deep grooves the back side of VDBs must be 

ground off so they do not rub at bottom of the groove.
80 and 55 deg. Diamonds
1. Extremely weak tool for this industry.  Tool path is extremely important.  
2. Confirm roll material and hardness.  These inserts operating parameters are very finite.
Operator
1. Since it is difficult to get exact tool life and performance the operators opinion is always the decision maker.



PNX5 = A = .0945 B = 15 deg. C = .008 D = 30 deg. E = .0015 hone

Q7110 = A = .0709 B = 10 deg. C= .008 D = 25 deg. F = .003 G = 40 deg.

These 2 edge preps for the CDH515 In HC5 have been able to handle 
really heavy scale.



Chip 
thinning 
stops

Chip Thinning

Insert Engagement



The Physics



Style Symbol
Double Chamfer with A hone P
Double Chamfer with B hone Q
Double Chamfer without hone K

Insert Markings
Specialty edges

Primary Land 
Length & Angle Inch Metric

.028" X 15 deg. 2815 07015

.060" X 15 deg. 6015 15015

.079" X 15 deg. 7915 20015

.091" X 15 deg. 9115 23015

Example:

Old Designation New Designation
Inch Metric

CDH515C2.0X15SA HC7 P7915 P20015
LNJ6688C1.5X15SA HC7 P5915 P15015
RCGX105C2.0X20A HC2 S8020 K20020
ZT1130C2.3X20SA HC2 P7920 P7920



Factors:  Tool holders

1. Insert Screw

2.Washer

3.Clamp 

screw

4. Insert Plate

5.Shim

6.Clamp



TOOL HOLDERS – DO’S & DON’TS

1. Use Proper tool and quality tool.

2. Never take a file to the holder or shim seat.

3. Hardware is cheap.  Tool holders are expensive.

4. Send Damaged tool holders out for repair.

5. Clean the pocket thoroughly.  (not just air blast)

6. Never over torque screws.  Both shim seat screws 

and top clamps only requite 15 in/lbs to secure insert.



SECURE VS. CAUSING DAMAGE
1. Over torqueing will damage holder pocket.  

2. Inserts and seats are 5X’s harder than the body.  

3. The over torqueing will move and compress the pocket 

changing insert alignment for improper support.

4. Pocket Tolerance 0.004” Insert tolerance 0.004”

5. Remember Inserts have very high compressive strength 

and very little transferred ruptured strength.  

 Pre-cooked Pasta or mechanical pencil lead!!!!



THANK YOU FOR YOUR INVITATION.
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